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Jamie in Cottage Country

June Minutes
and
Tasting Notes
We had a very successful meeting on June 3, with a new
record turn-out of 61 people.

by Jamie Burla
It's Better to Drink Beer

5

Than Water After Exercise
6

RECIPES:

Wort Challenge ,interested members bringing a

Cool Soup for the Summer

sanitized carboy to the brewery on June 17th, and taking

by Clare Stanfield
7

Chocolaty Bready Goodness
by Clare Stanfield

9

and participants received sterile WRaspberry wort
(without any raspberries added), either oxygenated or
un-oxygenated. The idea is to modify it, if desired, add

Treasurer's Report

yeast, and ferment it. The beer made will be judged in

CTYW Bar-BBQ Wrap up
by fezz
TASTINGS:

12

home fresh wort to brew. The cost was $20 per carboy,

CLUB STUFF:
by Brian Read
10

Club business included notification of the Wild Rose

The Malt Report

the brewery, with prizes for the best results. Participates
registered on the website, and 26 members came out.
This competition will be judged in August and tasted at
our September meeting.

by Roger Marler
13

New Brews from Quebec
by Michael Nazarec

14

Excellent ALE from Argentina
by fezz

Editor at Large : Michael Nazarec
Official Photographer: Neil Bamford

We also looked at the CowTown Yeast WRangler
Home Brewer of the Year plaque, which now has the
name of the participant scoring the most points in our
home brew contest each year. This was designed and
built for us by Mike Tymchuk, and is now on display
in the Wild Rose Taproom.
The club Bar-B-Q was held at fezz's place on Saturday,
June 27. Members, families, and friends were welcome
and food was provided. Menbers did the BYOB thing
with homebrew. The cost was free for members, and
$10 for guests. There were many kegs and bottles. For
those who were present at the meeting, Neil Bamford
brought samples of pork butts he smoked for the
BarBQ. See a review & photos of the event on Page 10.

Corey Clayton poses in front of the
new Yeast WRangler of the Year plaque
now hanging in the WR Taproom"

Neil also brought beef brisket done in his smoker, a
preview to the meat he provided for the Bar-B-Q.

We are organizing a golf tournament for our
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members and guests for Saturday, September 19.
Please fill out the survey on our website. We need
to confirm that enough people are committed to
participating soon, in order to book this. The
minimum number needed is 36; 72 would be much
better, as it would allow us to book the entire course
and utilize a "shotgun start" (we all start at the same
time, on different holes, and all finish at the same
time as well).
This was followed by a brief break for socializing, then
we proceeded to the beer and food tasting portion of the
program. The beer theme was beers from Howe Sound
Brewery, in Squamish. Rob Long, who used to work
there, told us a bit about the brewery, and Neil
Bamford presented the beers, along with his Bar-B-Q
preview, spicy meatballs and chocolate bread pudding,
by Clare Stanfield, and some edible flowers from
Our guest speaker, Jim Prokop from Ecolabs

Brian Read's back yard.

started off the meeting with an excellent and

The beers:

informative presentation on brewery cleaning and

Devil's Elbow IPA (6%) A strong, malty, amber ale

sanitation. The key point made was that sanitation

with big hop character. Delicious!

and cleaning are not the same thing, and that

Bailout Bitter (5%) An English style golden bitter,

efficient sanitation is impossible without prior

moderately hopped, with a nice light flowery nose, and

cleaning. This involved an alkaline wash to remove

a moderate malt profile.

protein and an acid wash to remove calcium and

Father John's Christmas Ale (7%) A strong, sweet,

magnesium precipitates. Sometimes more rigorous

mildly spiced dark ale brewed every winter.

methods are necessary as well to remove beer stone

Rail Ale Nut Brown (5%) A lightly hopped nut brown

(Calcium oxylate). Jim gave a lot of information, in

ale with a sweet malt character.

a very efficient and condensed manner, about

Garabaldi Pale Ale (5%) A assertively hopped amber

methods and products available to accomplish these

pale ale

objectives. The good news is that he also joined our

Mettleman Copper Ale (4.5%) A smooth lighter ale

club, so that our members will be able to get more

brewed with barley, hemp and honey.

information from him, on an ongoing basis, in the
future!
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by Jamie Burla
I know we took a hiatus there from the travelogue,

Now, when we visited Barrie, the brewery was still

unintentionally, truly. Actually, it wasn't. We know

under the name Robert Simpson Brewing Co., and

how much our readers love to read about breweries

was the biggest marketing machine we've seen to

across the nation, so we thought we'd increase the

date from a craft brewer. Robert Simpson was a

anticipation and "wow factor".

former mayor of Barrie and this brewery took pride in
the history of Barrie. Why they've recently went with

Well, we feel you've waited long enough, so we'll

Flying Monkey as a name change, I do not know. As

continue with the great breweries of Southern

you walked into the brewery you were met by a

Ontario. Yes, we're still near the centre of the

friendly host who explained the history of the town

universe, but honestly, there a lot of great beer in this

and the brewery in a pristine lobby with a giant

province. If you remember our last article hit the

Robert Simpson emblem embossed on the floor.

Niagara region so this time we are heading north of

The cooler was filled with Confederation Ale, the

Toronto, finally making our way out of the province.

only beer they produced at the time, and the other
walls were loaded with T-shirts, mugs and even

Before leaving, though, there's some fantastic beer
that needs to be tasted. Once, leaving the G.T.O you

birdhouses, all bearing the Robert Simpson brand.
When we asked about the makings of this beer, it was

first hit King Brewery.

explained to us that there was a steam process

http://www.kingbrewery.ca/

involved, but that they couldn't not use "steam

Built in a traditional German fashion, King's Pilsner

brewed" in the name. Apparently, they tried, but days

has been named Beer of the Year by some, and I can

before the beer's release, they received a call from

attest to how drinkable this beer is. King also

Fritz Maytag of Anchor Brewing who informed

produces a nutty Dunkel Dark Lager, easily Jason's

them that steam beer is copyrighted and if they didn't

favourite and have recently come out with a Pilsbock

believe him to call John Sleeman, who at the time

under its amber lager line. Touring around King

was still involved in some legal matters over this.

Brewery itself is a treat, but getting into the smaller

Anyway, they didn't use the term; can't say I blame

towns of the Lakes area of Ontario is an adventure in

them.

natural beauty.
Whether you tour around Nobleton, where King is
located, or the city of Barrie where you'll find
Robert Simpson, er, I mean Flying Monkey, you
will be treated to a small town friendliness that will
remind you that you are no longer in Toronto.
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We were graciously given a tour of the
brewery and, again, haven't seen a shinier one since.
In fact, the only thing that dirtied the place was me,
Jason and Joy. I'm not kidding. We weren't five
minutes into the tour when I tripped over a hose that
dislodged and began spraying beer flavoured water all

Drin~ Beer
Ater ~xercise T~an Water
115 Better To

Researchers at Granada University in Spain have come

over the place, and Joy. Picture Joy in a Robert

across a discovery that will undoubtedly please athletes and

Sim pson wet T-shirt contest, flailing her hair around,

sports enthusiasts - a pint of beer post-workout or match is

getting soaked, and - oh sorry, I was getting off track;

better at rehydrating the human body than water.

all that really happened though, and even got us some
free beer. Oh yeah, and that Confederation Ale is a
pretty good beer, too.

Professor Manuel Garzon, a member of Granada's medical
faculty, made the finding after tests on 25 students over
several months. Researchers believe that it is the sugars,
salts, and bubbles in a beer that may help people absorb

Well, finally our trip through Southern Ontario

fluids more quickly.

took us into what can be argued to be the prettiest area
of the country, Muskoka country. Here, in

The subj ects in the study were asked to run on a treadmill at

Bracebridge, you'll find quaint cottages, tiny

temperatures of 104F (40C) until they were close to

boutiques, Pleasantville type people, and Lakes of

exhaustion. Once they had reached the point of giving up,

Muskoka Cottage Brewery.

researchers measured their hydration levels, motor skills,
and concentration ability.

http://www.muskokabrewery.com/index.html
This small brewery is in the middle of town
and had the feel of log cabin with great beer, really
great beer. Muskoka brews a cream ale that I will put
against any others in the country, and both Jason and I
loved their Dark Ale. Their best beer, in all of our

Half of the subj ects were given two half pints of Spanish
lager to drink, and the other half were given just water.
Garzon said that the rehydration effection in those who were
given beer was "slightly better" than those who were given
only water. He also believes that the carbon dioxide in beer

eyes is their Hefe Weissbier; this beer was handily

helps quench thirst more quickly, and that beer's

one of the best tasting beers we had on the trip, and

carbohydrates replace calories lost during physical exertion.

with the amount of beer we had, that says something.
We spent a fair bit of time in a pub in Bracebridge that
day, soaking up the tourist feel, the happy, little town
feeling and more than few Hefe Weissbiers.

by Jamie Burla

The average person loses around 1 liter (330z) of water for
every hour of exercise in sweat. Rehydrating after a
workout is crucial, as a lack of hydration is more likely to
make one feel tired, fuzzy-headed, and suffer from
headaches.
Based on the results of the study, researchers recommend
moderate consumption of beer as a part of athletes' diets.
"Moderate consumption" for men is 500ml per day, and for
women is 250ml per day.
So that explains why Babe Ruth was so good. His method
of training was nearly 100 years ahead of its time.

Reprinted from the Cleveland Leader
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COOL SOUP
by Clare Stanfield

that wedding soup to pair with the wit beer, I redoubled my

Way back in January, when it was really cold
outside, I actually brought a chilled soup to the CTYW

efforts, scouring the Web for a recipe that I thought would
work the way I wanted it to.

club meeting. It seems counterintuitive, I knOw. But we
were tasting Belgian and French ales that evening, one of

I was surprised by just how many chilled cucumber soup

which was Unibroue's beautiful wit beer, Blanche de

recipes out there! Amazingly, a lot of them involve using

Chambly. This crisp, bubbly, citrus-y brew demanded

cans cream soup - cream of celery, cream of chicken and

something equally fresh and clean tasting to go with it,

cream of potato being among the favourites. Ugh. Potatoes

hence the presence of a chilled cucumber soup at a
mid-winter club meeting. It was a perfect match!

do show up as a commo ingredient, acting as a thickener,
but I was looking for

adulterated cuke flavour, so I

rejected those recipes

thet'nteresting ingredients I came

across in my web travels

e curry, cayenne pepper, Dijon

mustard, cumin seed and raw radishes. Hummm.
In the end, I found a recipe with a simple list of ingredients
that looked about right. It involves cooking the cucumbers
first, which I was pleased with as my experience with
no-cook recipes is that, even if you "weep" the cucumber
first, the soup turns out watery, too chunky and lacking the
C'

My first experience with a

depth of flavour and smooi!! -texture I was after.
C -.

()

~bi~d cucu

in my memory. It was a wedding. A su

When I made this and finally tasted it, I was ecstatic! It was
.eF wedding.

just like the soup I had sipped at that hot summer wedding.

Everyone was stifling in their requisite nosiery and suit

So refreshing, very cooling and a lovely, delicate flavour

jackets. Bad enough in the church, but positively crushing

that goes spectacularly well with a wit beer!

in the glass-walled, sun-filled clubhouse where the lunch
reception was held. I was sitting at the head table, full sun

Chilled Cucumber Soup

on my back and wondering if it would be socially

3 medium cucumbers

acceptable to just lay my head on the table and quietly

2 bay leaves

expire when the first course came: chilled cucumber soup.

3 cups chicken broth
1 tsp. salt

It was a small, elegant stemmed crystal dish full of pale

1 tbsp. flour

green, nearly white, liquid with a little garnish of shredded

Yz cup onion, chopped

dill on top. That first taste was like heaven - smooth,

2 tbsp. lemon juice

refreshing and, oh, so very cool. Utter bliss.

1 cup light cream (half & half is perfect)
Yz cup sour cream

That was over 20 years ago and I've tried a few cucumber
soup recipes since then, but none came close that first
experience. Knowing I wanted the particular flavour of

fresh dill weed, chopped fine
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What to do:
•

Peel the cucumbers and cut two of them into rough

slices (you can leave the seeds in these two).
•

Combine chicken stock, salt and flour in a

saucepan. Add the sliced cukes, onion and bay leaves, cover
and simmer for 20 to 30 minutes.
•

Strain mixture, discarding cucumber, onion and bay

leaves, and chill well.
•

Remove seeds from remaining cucumber, grate as

finely as possible add to chilled mixture.
•

£UPfRB BAKERY

Whisk half & half and sour cream together, add to

chilled mixture, add lemon juice and a dash of fresh dill.
•

Garnish with additional dill, if desired.

Notes from the trenches
Cucumbers: Buy the big, fat field cukes, not the long,

skinny English ones.

by Clare Stanfield
Ah yes ... completely outshone at June's CTYW

Cooking the cukes: I had a moment of panic when I was

making this because my kitchen smelled of chicken soup
without a hint of cucumber! Just thought you should know
that this is fine, it all comes out in the end.
Grating the third cuke: I used my food processor to get it

quite fine. The soup should have a little crunch, but big
strips of cucumber just sink and can be hard to handle on a
spoon. Also, if you've ever made tzatziki from scratch,
you'll know that a grated cucumber releases a lot of liquid put all that, along with the pulp, into the soup.
Sour cream: You could use to yoghurt if you prefer,

but I find the sour cream does lend a nice piquancy to
the soup. If you do go with yoghurt, choose a high
quality one so that it mixes well.

by Clare Stanfield

meeting by Neil's awesome pulled pork and beef
brisket, not to mention the accompanying slow
cooked beans, crisp coleslaw, homemade sauces and
mini buns, I redeemed myself (I hope) with the
chocolate bread pudding.
I've never made bread pudding before, so it was a
bit of an adventure. Lots of web browsing showed
me this dish can be as simple or as complicated as
you like. One recipe called for brushing melted
butter on one side of thin baguette slices before
toasting them and making a custard with eight egg
yolks - yikes! For a dish with extremely humble
beginnings (frugal housewives finding a use for left
over stale bread), that seemed a bit rich.
So I found something simpler. This recipe is from
the Red Fish Grill in New Orleans and was
published in Bon App6tit in March 2003. Now, this
is supposed to serve six people. For our meeting, I
doubled the recipe and managed to get a generous
spoonful for roughly 60 people, so that gives you an
idea of how far you can go with it.
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Chocolate Bread Pudding

There seemed no end to what people did with this thing

1% cups whipping cream

and it still worked out.

Yz cup, plus 2 tbsp., sugar
Y4 cup whole milk

This was comforting to know as I used 2% milk instead of

1Y4 cups semisweet chocolate chips

the whole milk called for. I also followed one poster's

1 large egg

advice about doubling the recipe, baking it in 9 x 13 pan. It

1 tsp. vanilla

all worked fine. But I did note one or two things myself

4 cups, roughly, of French bread, with crust, cut into

that may help if you decide to make this.

I-inch cubes
The bread. I used French bread - one of those big, soft

loaves normally used for garlic bread, not the baguettes. I

What to do:

cut it into half-inch cubes and wound up using the whole
•

Preheat oven to 325 F. Bring cream, milk and half

loaf. Remember that I doubled the recipe, but even so, this

a cup of sugar to a simmer in a heavy saucepan, stirring

translated to more bread than the recipe calls for. This may

until sugar dissolves. Remove from heat.

have been because the bread was really fresh (still warm

•

Add one cup of the chocolate chips and whisk until

melted and smooth.
•

chocolate custard 10 minutes, stirring often.
Add bread cubes and remaining quarter cup of

chocolate chips to the custard and toss to coat.
•

which leads me to ...

Whisk egg and vanilla in a large bowl to blend,

then gradually whisk in the hot chocolate mixture. Cool
•

when I bought it) so it really soaked up the custard fast,

Transfer to a 1Yz-quart baking dish. Sprinkle with

remaining sugar and bake until custard thickens and the
centre is just set - about 50 minutes. Serve warm.

The custard and bread mix. When you stir the bread into

the custard, you want to aim for a consistency something
like runny porridge (sorry for the gross image!). Some of
the online posters complained about the consistency of the
finished product as being too soggy, which suggested to
me a too much custard to bread ratio. With that in mind, I
kept adding bread to the custard until there was still some

Notes from the trenches

liquid left, but the bulk of the mixture was
chocolate-soaked bread. I don't think you want to soak up

The wonderful thing about getting recipes from the Intemet
is that they are often accompanied by comments from
people who have tried them out and can offer some advice.
For this recipe, two things were constantly repeated: 1) this
is really easy to make; and 2) this is a very forgiving recipe

all the liquid with bread or the pudding will be too dry.
But custard and does need something to cling to as it bakes
or it will be too soggy. The key is that the bread does need
to be soaked with custard before baking, so if you're using
older, dryer bread, give it time to soak in.

in terms of ingredient substitutions.
Cooling the custard. I have one of those old-fashioned

One person, who didn't have enough chocolate chips,
topped up the chocolate content with cocoa powder. Others
used various combinations of skim, 2%, half & half and
whipping cream for the dairy ingredients. Some put it into
individual ramekins for baking. And people used all kinds
of bread to make it, from cheap cinnamon bread to
baguettes so old they were almost croutons.

Mason Cash ceramic mixing bowls that really hold heat.
So even though I cooled the custard for 15 minutes, longer
than called for, it was still quite warm when I added the
bread and remaining chocolate chips. Too warm, I think,
because the chips began to melt away, and my guess is that
the whole idea of adding them at
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that point is to create little melted chocolate bits in the

But posters on the site where I found this recipe were loaded

finished dish - kind of like how chocolate chips melt

with ideas: one put frozen raspberries from her garden into

in a cookie. Anyway, I'll let it cool longer next time.

the mix before baking, which sounds fantastic. Imagine

It doesn't have to be cold, but cool enough to not

blackberries - yum! One served it with salted caramel ice

completely melt the added chocolate chips.

cream to rave reviews. Another made a white chocolate
sauce to go with it, and still another replaced some of the

Grease the pan. The recipe says nothing about

semi-sweet chocolate chips with white chocolate chips, and

buttering or greasing the pan, but when I looked at my

one ambitious person made a hard brandy sauce to go with

final mixture - quite gooey and wet - I thought I'd

it. So, let your imagination run wild, or make the basic

better do it, and was happy I did. I just buttered it - no

pudding. Either way, it's chocolaty bready goodness.

flour.

by Clare Stanfield
Topping & sauces. I did not put the sugar on top

before baking, not being a fan of the crunchy topping
on a soft pudding, but you be the judge. Personally, I
think a caramel sauce, or a good quality vanilla ice
cream, would be great accompaniments.

TREASURER'S REPORT
Opening balance

$1008.29

May 9/09

1 drop-in (May)

+$10.00

$1018.29

May 29/09

Corey Clayton (shipping)

-$69.41 (cheque 050)

$948.88

May 29/09

Neil Bamford (beer & cards) - $52.55 (cheque 051)

June 3/09

Michael Nazarec (glasses)

- $529.76 (cheque 052)

June 3/09

Clare Stanfield (food)

- $36.63 (cheque 053)

$329.94

June 3/09

Neil Bamford (food)

- $50.00 (cheque 054)

$279.94

June 6/09

Sale of glasses

June 6/09

2 memberships less drop-in +$30.00

$833.94

June 6/09

12 memberships less drop-in +$300.00

$1133.94

June 6/09

1 drop-in (lun)

+$524.00

+$10.00

$896.33
$329.94

$803.94

$1143.94

Brian Read
Treasurer

-

---

A great turnout at our 2nd Annual CowTown

Huzel's perfectly Smoked Pilsner, both pairing quite well

Yeast WRangler, henceforth to be called, the BEER,

with the BBQ buffet. Hans also shared his 'stouty' Porter,

BOCCE & BBQ BASH! At least 42 were in attendance to

fezz had a very nice E.S.B on tap and Corey Clayton's

sample the excellent homebrew supplied by members, stuff

Northern Brown was a crowd favourite as well. There

themselves with the many delectables served and try their

were many bottle conditioned specialties: Weizen Bock,

hands at throwing the booce balls, in what turned out to be

Cream Ale, Double IPA and an Imperial Raspberry

a very heated competition!

Porter to name just a very few- just don't ask me who

Neil Bamford brought his now famous traveling

brought what - it got a bit haZ)j - there was so much to ry!

smoked meat show - beef brisket and pulled pork smoked
for 24 hours - amazing! Janice & Dennis Ward weighed

The Bocce competition was fierce! 32 pairs of

in with a succulent smoke turkey, Dennis giving up much

players signed UR, and when the smoke cleared, Clare &

sleep the night before for this very tasty endeavour! There

Jake stood toe to toe againstRebecca Beninger and

were home made buns and two big chocolate cakes from

Roman Dobrotin. 1ille final round was a back and forth

Brian Read's kitchen, and Clare Stanfield outdid herself.

affair, both teams trading points until the newcomers

with a savoury cucumber soup that paired quite well with

prevailed and upset last year's Champs!

fezz's bottle conditioned Wit Beer. She also made the
spicy sauce for the pulled pork. There was also baked
beans, cole slaw, jalapeno com bread, potato, Greek &
caesar salads, bar-b-qued pineapple, many snacks and
fezz's amazing Chipotle Com & Black Bean Salsa - many
thanks to Janice & Clare - the amazing kitchen crew!
Two of the outstanding kegs of the day were Hans
Yodzis' fabulously dry-hopped I.P.A. and Jake

THE MALT
RE1P~RT
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All that aside, this is a good place to relax and be treated
to excellent service and an eclectic, and fairly extensive
collection of locally crafted brews. Their beer menu the
night I visited listed 33 beers on tap, of which 23 are
brewed in British Columbia.

by Roger Marler

I tried 4 pints - well almost:
Whenever the topic of conversation gets around to
Victoria, British Columbia, the likes of Spinnaker's or
Swan's pubs, and Phillip's or Vancouver Island
breweries crop up. However, there is a wonderful pub that
seldom is mentioned: Christie's Carriage House Pub.

Hophead by Tree Brewing from Kelowna, BC was very
well cared for and provided the expected hop smack. I
love this beer and am always pleasantly surprised when a
pub has it on tap.

And once again I visited this cosy place when I was in
Victoria a few days ago.
Built in 1898, by a local carriage builder, in the Queen
Anne style, the house was converted into Christie's
Carriage House Pub in 1968; thereby saving it from
demolition. The interior decor is more Edwardian than
Victorian and has some lovely stained glass windows. A
pair of horse drawn carriages adoms the entrance way,
perhaps as a means of identifying the building's originator;
but, unfortunately, both of these carriages need some
restorative work as they are more than merely fraying at
the edges.
There is also a very rare "Bar Billiards" table on the
second floor. This also is in dire need of restoration
because it is rather unstable; and unfortunately, is not in
operation. Bar Billiards is a significant variation on
snooker or pool and it is a game that requires precision

Lighthouse Beacon IPA from Victoria, was a bit of a
disappointment. It seemed incomplete in its brewing and
the taste was certainly not of an IPA, let alone an ordinary
Pale Ale. This was the "almost" pint; a fair chunk of it
was left for the dishwasher. I will steer clear of
Lighthouse product in future, if this is representative of
their work.
Crannog Back Hand of God Stout of Sorrento, BC, was
all the name implied and a whole lot more. It is a
wonderful dry stout that reminded me a lot of Mackeson.
This beer is an all organic product from the only certified
organic farmhouse brewery in Canada. After the first taste
I began to regret that I had had the Hophead beforehand.
This is a truly remarkable stout and deserves a better
understanding and overall distribution than it experiences
today.

and careful shots to rack up any meaningful score. Why it
is here I know not; the game is very localised to the
southern part of England.

Howe Sound Best Bitter was another outstanding beer. It
is hoppier than the many varieties of bitter available in
England but a great tasting pint nontheless. (Christie's
web site lists this as a Granville Island beer; but I don't
think that is correct, yet I could not find it on Howe Sound
Brewery's web site either.)
I always visit Christie's Carriage House Pub when I am
in Victoria because of the service and the tremendous
array of draft beers, that are always well looked after and
served. Christie's is a little over a mile out of downtown at
the intersection of Fort and Richmond, and is well worth a
visit.

Christie's Carriage House Pub at night.

Roger Marler - 23 June 2009.
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NEWBREW~
from uebec
by Michael Nazarec

Les Trois Mousquetaires

Brasserie Dieu du Ciel

This brewery, located in Brossard, Quebec,

The name translates as 'God of the Sky', they are a

operating since 2004, make an impressive array of

microbrewery located in St. Jerome, and a brewpub in

beers, but has only recently marketed their brews

Montreal, Quebec.

this far west. The 'Discovery 12 Pack', now

Derniere Volonte (6.5%) 341 ml.

available in Alberta, includes 3 lagers (light to dark)

'Last Will' is a blonde Belgian style Abbey ale, fruity

and an unfiltered Wheat beer. But the real tease for

and robust with an assertive finish, wonderfully

beer geeks is their 'Signature Series' in cork

complex.

topped, 750 ml. bottles.

Corne du Diable (6.5%) 341 ml.

Blonde Lager (5%) 341 ml.

This 'Horn of the Devil' brew is a very deep and

Perhaps not hoppy enough to be considered a real

delicious English style India Pale Ale, malty but with

Czech style pilsner, still, it is well made, clean &

good hop aroma, flavour & bitterness, yet wonderfully

crisp with a smooth, dry finish.

smooth with a long, dry finish.

Rousse Lager (5%) 341 ml.

Peche Mortel (9.5%) 341 ml. 'Mortal Sin'

A little more depth in body, copper/red in colour,

Bottle conditioned Imperial coffee stout, a black beer of

fuller and a touch more malty.

intenseness with pronounced flavours of roasted malt

Blanche Biere de Ble (5%) 341 ml.

and coffee.

A very nice cloudy Wheat beer, not really tart

Also available in a mixed box:

though, but easy on the palate.

Fumisterie (5.5%) 341 ml. 'Smoke Screen' A Hemp

Noire Lager (5%) 341 ml.

beer, made with organic hemp seeds, round, malty,

More a Shwartzbier, full malt, some hidden hop,

slightly caramelized, with hints of hazelnut and slow

smooth middle, nice dry finish.

emerging hops.

All good beers, but check out their big bottles:

Blanche du Paradis (5%) 341 ml. A Belgian style

Rauchbier Biere Fumee (6%) 750 ml.

white brewed with coriander, Curacao orange peel,

A great brew, dark, well balanced, using Bamberg

spices and is bottled unfiltered.

malt and exhibiting enough smoky flavour, but not

Rosee d' Hibiscus (5%) 341 ml.

too much to overpower this well balanced, malt

Bottle conditioned Hibiscus flower Wit beer, soft and

accented ambrosia.

fragrant, a slight acidity, pleasant finish.

Dopplebock Grand Cuvee ( 9.5%)

La Paienne (5%) 341 ml. 'Pagan'

Hints of chocolate, roasted malt and candied fruit

Straw-coloured gold, aromas of malt, fruit and hops,

accentuate this dark, strong bock beer, released in

well balanced flavours, notes of malt and cereal and a

the Spring of 2009.

delicate bitterness.

Cerveza Jerome
This is a small brewery of the Eduardo
Luis Maccari family, located in
Potrerillos, Mendoza province,
Argentiina, 2000 meters above sea
J

H

level, brewing 'artisan beers with terroir'
from medieval recipes.
n
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Jerome Cerveza Diablo

(7.5%) 660 ml.
Described as a 'Fine Aged Ale', this
Belgain style blonde is an exceptionally

There is a revolution going on in

rich and complex brew; somewhat spicy

Argentina these days. Actually, it's

hop nose, hints of citrus and pepper,

been going on for a little while. It's a

fruity, estery and malty.

II

revolution in craft brewing. Based in

Jerome Cerveza Andean Red Ale

Patagonia, many brewers of high

(6%) 660 ml.

quality products have been popping up

Presented as an 'Andean Red Ale' , this

on the landscape. Already know as a

beer is dark chestnut in colour, with

;

famous wine region for it's Malbec

beige head, some notes of sweet malt

grape, now, craft brewing is coming

and a clean hop finish. Delicious!

into it's own. The first of these brewers

Hopefully, more of these fine beers will

to reach Calgary shelves is Jerome.

be coming our way in the near future
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The next meeting of the
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will tie Wetlnesday, September 2nd at 8PM at
the ild Rose Brewery
featuri g:
AWARDS for Best of Show &
fAN FAVOURllE TASTING & VOTING of
the Wild Rose Wott hallenge Entries

